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Introduction

Visitor harassment is a decades old phenomenon negatively impacting tourism activities in developing countries across the globe (Kozak, 2007; McElroy, Tarlow, & Carlisle, 2007) and is one of the least researched areas in tourism. A factor that has contributed to the latter, and which some of the few scholars in the field have also noted, is a lack of a clear and agreed upon definition of the term (de Albuquerque & McElroy, 2001; McElroy et al., 2007). Visitor harassment has largely been defined as a negative behavior that annoys visitors (de Albuquerque & McElroy, 2001; Dunn & Dunn, 2002; Skipper, 2009). Hence, the goal of the study was to determine the visitors’ interpretation of the term “harassment” and to use this information to craft a more comprehensive definition of the phenomenon for further discourse amongst practitioners and researchers. This is important. A clear definition of visitor harassment would allow for more effective communication amongst researchers, traders, vendors and other industry partners. Incidentally, one island that has been battling with the problem of visitor harassment for decades is Jamaica. Exit surveys conducted by the Jamaica Tourist Board in 2006 and 2007 revealed that approximately 30% and 35% of visitors to the island, respectively, reported being harassed (Jamaica Tourist Board, 2006, 2007).

Review of literature

Four types of harassment behaviors have been described in the literature thus far, traders’: physical and verbal abuse of visitors, restriction of visitors’ movement and persistence (de Albuquerque & McElroy, 2001; Reid, 2008; Skipper, 2009). Visitor harassment has also been described as a group behavior (Dunn & Dunn, 2002), that is multiple traders beckoning to the visitor at once or one after the other. Scholars have also noted that visitor harassment occurs mainly during the solicitation and sale refusal phases of the trading process (McElroy et al., 2007). As shown earlier visitor harassment has been described according to its effect on visitor emotions, in particular on visitor annoyance (de Albuquerque & McElroy, 2001; Dunn & Dunn, 2002). Consequently, there are four basic negative consumer emotions under which most negative consumer emotions fall: sadness, fear, anger and shame (Desmet & Schifferstein, 2007; Laros & Steenkamp, 2003; Plutchik, 1980). Emotions have been defined as subjectively experienced feelings of attraction or repulsion (Zikmund & d’Amico, 1996).
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Methodology

A phenomenological study was embarked upon. Fifty-three (53) consumer reviews on visitor harassment in craft markets in Jamaica were collected and analyzed. The reviews were from the world's largest travel website, TripAdvisor (Trip Advisor, 2013). The key words “harassment”, “Jamaica” and “craft market” were used to locate the reviews. No date restrictions were used during the search. However, the reviews were from the period 2006 to 2013. TripAdvisor was founded in 2000 (Trip Advisor, 2013). Fifty-nine percent (59%) of the total reviews analyzed for the study were posted less than a month after the reviewers visited the island and 21% did not indicate when they visited the island. The postings were coded separately by the two researchers and an 80% convergence achieved. The reviews were analyzed using thematic content analysis.

Findings

Twenty-six (26) individual, group, contact and non-contact harassment behaviors were identified in the TripAdvisor reviews and they occurred during all four phases of the trading process, that is during the solicitation, solicitation refusal, sale, and after sale phases. The top three aggressive selling behaviors described by the visitors were the traders: surrounding them at once (group non-contact behavior) (32%); calling to them at the same time (group non-contact behavior) (21%); and hurling at them abusive, rude or intimidating language when purchase was refused (individual non-contact behavior) (21%). No group contact harassment behaviors were reported. In fact, most of the harassment behaviors described were individual non-contact behaviors (65 mentions from the 53 reviews) and occurred mainly during the solicitation phase of the trading process (39 of the 65 mentions) (Table 1).

Twelve (12) types of visitor emotional responses to the locals’ aggressive selling behaviors were identified from the 53 reviews. The top three, in the order of frequency of mention, were they felt: unsafe (13), overwhelmed (10), and pressured (6). Five of the reviewers also noted feelings of sympathy. The findings also revealed that the traders’ individual harassment behaviors resulted in visitors feeling more fear (56% of the emotions reported from the vendors individual harassing behaviors) than anger (29%) or sadness (23%). Subsequently, the traders’ group non-contact harassment behaviors resulted in the visitors feeling more fear (75% of the emotions reported from the traders’ group harassment behaviors) than sadness (25%) and not anger (0%). None of the 12 emotions the visitors reported fit into the basic negative emotion category of shame.

Discussion

The study confirmed previous findings but also made three significant contributions to the literature. First, it identified 26 specific visitor harassment behaviors. Second, it captured and summarized the full spectrum of harassment behaviors (individual and group behaviors, contact and non-contact, and behaviors that occurred at each phase of the trading process). Third, it identified 12 visitor emotional responses to the local traders’ aggressive seller behaviors. Previous studies identified fewer behaviors and emotions (de Albuquerque & McElroy, 2001; Dunn & Dunn, 2002; Kozak, 2007). When the 12 emotions were organized according to Laros and Steenkamp (2003) four basic negative consumer emotions, one basic negative emotion was absent from the list of negative visitor emotions as a result of the traders aggressive selling behaviors and that was shame. Therefore, based on the study local traders’ aggressive selling behaviors left visitors feeling largely angry, fearful and sad but not ashamed, the top three most intense negative customer service emotions. In fact, visitor harassment behaviors left visitors feeling fearful, then angry, then sad. However, the traders’ group non-contact selling behaviors resulted in less intense negative emotions (fear and sadness), not anger. While individual trader selling behaviors left visitors feeling all three negative emotions, including anger.

Visitor harassment is a combination of two constructs: a local selling behavior at a tourist destination and the visitor’s emotional response to that behavior, making the visitor’s emotional response an important qualifier for harassment. Visitor harassment could aptly be defined as an *individual* or *group*
contact or non-contact legal or illegal aggressive trading behavior between locals (the sellers) and visitors (the buyers) that result in visitors (the buyers or potential buyers) feeling varying degrees of anger, fear and/or sadness. Now, the seller in this context is anyone providing a legal or illegal product or service in exchange for money and therefore could be a local craft trader, hairdresser, tour guide or driver and on the flipside a local drug dealer, prostitute or dishonest government official. This definition does a couple of things: (1) it places greater emphasis on the emotion felt by the visitor than on the seller’s behavior as the visitor’s negative emotional response is a critical requirement for harassment; (2) it encompasses the full range of harassment behaviors; and (3) it brings to the forefront key behavior and emotion measures of visitor harassment for further examination, study, and application to mitigation strategies. The definition also provides a common language that tourism stakeholders could begin to use.

However, the study has its limitations. First, only reviews on craft markets from a single island were used. Second, because of the archives used the demographics of the reviewers could not be ascertained and reported, but for some time approximately 75% of the visitors to Jamaica were from the United States. Third, only emotions reflected in the reviews could be reported. The next major step in visitor harassment research is to identify the full range of drivers of local traders’ selling behaviors and visitors’ emotional response to these behaviors and the likely purchase behaviors to result.
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Whether fixed-site infrastructure or self-contained mobile tours contribute more to local livelihoods is contentious in both terrestrial and marine outdoor tourism sectors worldwide. Examples include: mobile hunting or photo safaris cf. game lodges in Africa; mobile tours cf. fixed hotels in large national parks worldwide; and mobile travesias cf. fixed luxury lodges in South America (Buckley, 2012; Explora, 2014). Comparing warm-water live-aboard charter boats with island resorts provides one test. Both can offer diving, sailing, surfing, fishing and sea-kayaking. Accessibility and luxury increase continually for both, to attract cash-rich, time-poor adventure aficionados and partners. There are examples in Fiji, Indonesia, Papua New Guinea, Seychelles, Solomons, and Tanzania (Buckley, 2002, 2006, 2010; O’Brien and Ponting, 2013; Ponting & O’Brien, 2013). Livelihoods include: cash earnings, through local employment; subsistence, affected by environmental impact; and social structures, affected by social impacts.

Here we compare the surf-charter fleet and long-established Dhonveli Resort in North Male, Maldives, using: previous on-site audits; public information; and revenue and employment data from Ponting (2014). We consider social, environmental and economic criteria (Table 1), calculating statistics per capita for surf tourists specifically. Surf tourism is a recent development in the Maldives, and still minor, even at resort islands with exclusive access to surf breaks. Diving is much larger adventure
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